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using CSA Laser Scanning and 3D Technology
As-built Documentation of Selected Pipelines
Production of Pipe Slope Reports
Objective
To provide very accurate documentation of piping configuration of selected piping systems and
produce an easily verifiable slope representation.
Approach
CSA is selecting laser scanning technology to
support this application. Laser scanning is ideal
for supporting this process. It provides a very
accurate 3D representation of the scanned space.
In addition to laser scanning, CSA is also using
intelligent 3D modeling of the applicable piping
systems. A combination of these two
technologies provides the most effective support
for this process.

Specific Steps to Support this Activity
Work Planning
CSA is using piping ISOs and piping arrangement drawings to prepare the plan to support this
effort. The piping ISOs determine the number of pipelines to be modeled and the arrangement in
the drawings provide information about the areas to be scanned. Based on these documents, we
prepare a plan for the field scanning and 3D intelligent pipe modeling.
Field Scanning
The laser scanning of the required areas is
divided into two phases: scanning which can be
done outside of the outage and scanning done
during the outage. The scanning productivity is
typically 30-40 scans per crew. Multiple crews
can be used to support the laser scanning effort.
Survey targets are used during scanning with
surveyed elevations to assure good registration of
the scans to the 3D plant coordinate system.
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Intelligent 3D Piping Model
From the existing ISO drawings, CSA
creates an intelligent 3D CAD model of the
applicable pipelines.
The model contains full definition of the
piping with ability to produce ISO drawings
and Bill of Material (BOM).
3D Intelligent Piping Model
from the Scans
If the ISO drawings are not available, the
modeling can be done from scans. This is a
more costly option.
Creation of Laser Scan
Database and Registration of
the Scans
Laser scan “point cloud” data is converted
into PanoMap®, which allows for a visual
representation of the scanned area. PanoMap
provides a very user-friendly access to the
laser scan space.
Within PanoMap, the user can navigate
through the plant and has the ability to do
any dimensioning and measurements.
The scans are registered to the plant
coordinate system using survey data as well
as CSA’s automatic laser scan registration
capability.

Using Laser Scan Database to
Verify and Correct 3D
Intelligent Piping Model
CSA developed a very accurate process to
automatically adjust the 3D piping model to
the laser scan space. The process breaks
down the pipeline into segments, provides
automatic registration against the scans, and
reconnects the pipeline into an intelligent
3D piping model.
Automatic Generation of the
Pipe Slope Report
Each pipeline is broken down into preestablished segments; for example 3, 4, 5
foot segments. The calculation modes are
placed at the end of these segments. Nodes
are also placed at the location of valves,
elbows, tees, etc. A CAD drawing is
generated to document each node’s location.
A report is generated for each pipeline.
For each node
the report provides:
 Elevation


Type of node

For each segment
the report provides:
 From/to node


Segment length



Slope in percentage



Slope in angle units

Deliverables to the Client
 Slope report in .xls format


Pipeline spreadsheet with links to reports, node drawings, and piping ISOs



Laser scan database



Piping 3D CAD model from the original ISOs and verified against scans



PanoMap software

Benefits of this Approach
 Comprehensive documentation of the pipelines and surrounding areas


More accurate and verifiable documentation



Much shorter time for field work, lower dose

 Comprehensive scan documentation used for this application can also be used for other plant
applications, such as:
Outage planning
Training
ALARA applications
Plant maintenance support
Plant modifications
Scanning of Insulated Pipe
CSA performed a test at the Comanche Peak Plant to verify the modeling from a scanned
insulated pipe as well as scans after the insulation was removed. The error in the pipe slope was
minimal. The maximum vertical difference between the insulated and uninsulated pipe was 0.2".

Laser Scan Image of Pipe (in examples that follow)

Sloped Pipe 3D Geometry

Piping Isometric Drawing

Laser Scan Image with 3D Geometry Overlay (in red)

Laser Scan Image with 3D Geometry Overlay (in red)

Example of Pipe Slope Report

Side View of Sloped Pipe—AutoCAD Drawing Example

Top View of Sloped Pipe—AutoCAD Drawing Example

3D Geometry Views of Model

Plant Laser Scan Image Merged with 3D Image

Pipe Slope Report—Index

Pipe Slope Report—Individual Pipe
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